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W. Côté & Fils Ltd was founded
in 1964.
But the true origins of the company date back to 1929. At that
time, Eugene Côté, a blacksmith by trade, designed his
first snowplow out of wood and
covered with sheet metal.
Today, W. Côté & Fils Ltd specializes in the manufacture of
equipment for snow and ice
removal. Distribution of our
products is done directly from
the company and through our
distributors.

CÔTÉ products cover a comprehensive range, including snowplows, conventional and quick-coupling
hitches for trucks, graders, wheel loaders and tractors. We also manufacture dump bodies for sanding
operations, thermal dump bodies for transporting asphalt as well as several related products.
Our extensive inventory of equipment and parts allows us to ensure the delivery of most of our products
the same day or within days of an order. Our specialists constantly strive to find new designs allowing us
to maintain a range of products to the forefront in all areas of our manufacturing.
In conclusion, we wish to thank our loyal customers for their 80 years of support. We have been passionate about snow removal for four generations, thanks to you.
W. Côté & Fils Ltd.

AR9000 Model

Côté, the original designer of the quick-coupling mechanism, is the only company that allows your truck to revert to its original configuration. Once decoupled, the AR9000 harness is the only one that doesn't require you to tip the quick-coupling
plate when you need to open the hood. You can tip your hood with no additional operation, just as if the plate wasn't even
there.

So equipped, the truck can be used as a snowplow and quickly return to its usual function after snow clearing. Front harness
and push arms coupling and decoupling is accomplished in mere minutes. It is a simple, quick and very secure operation.

As the original designer of the quick coupling mechanism, Côté is the only manufacturer that has thought to fabricate a
column edger with a quick hydraulic coupling mechanism. Available as optional equipment, this column edger will allow
you to increase the versatility of your vehicle, even when it's time to lower your blades.
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AR9500 Model

After the success of our AR9000 on trucks and the growing success of
wheel loaders for snow removal, CÔTÉ has adapted in recent years its
famous harness to most loader models available, so you can make your
loader even more profitable.
With the increasing changes in snow removal contracts, and with the
vehicle lease option gaining in popularity, the AR9500 is easy to use and
is very versatile.
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HR300 Model

The HR300 allows for the rapid coupling of the front snowplow from the
inside of the cabin. allowing the operator to start working in seconds.
(Please note that certain mechanical configurations will require external
maneuvers.) The rear column with fast manual coupling can be removed
in only minutes. You only need to remove the two pins which keep it in
place and then uncouple the push-arms. (This maneuver may require the
use of a hoist or similar apparatus.)

The front column is equipped with a pivot. When the side wing is not coupled to the harness. all you have to do is remove
one pin and the column will tilt in order to free the needed space to lift the hood of the truck for routine mechanical maintenance. The same maneuver can be accomplished when the side wing is attached to the hamess. by removing the same pin
and by lifting the front of the wing.

Many options are avallable for configuring your HR300 harness.
Ex: - Valves with pneumatic, cable or electro-hydraulic controls.
- Extemal valve endosure, side blade lighting.
- Pump, driven by: crankshaft, power takeoff (PTO), power steering or belt.
- Oversize hydraulic reservoir.
- Soft-Plow system.
- Rear column with border trimmer.
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HM7000 Model

As an option, the HM7000 is the only harness that can be converted into a manual quick-connect without
any modification to your existing equipment. This makes it the best choice when comes the time to change
your rolling stock.

Made from a single piece of molded metal, the HM7000 has an extremely rigid structure, making it the sturdiest
and the lightest of its category. This type of harness has been designed to free the front of the hood, facilitating
access to the motor for maintenance.

As an available option, this column edger will allow you to increase the versatility of your vehicle,
even when it's time to lower your blades.
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H700 Model

The H700 harness is designed to fit the rear of a wheel loader or grader.

The monocoque design of molded metal plates provides
superior stiffness against torsion and aesthetically
matches the lines of the machine to which it is installed.
Available with manual or quick mounting, the H700 harness represents a versatile and economical choice.
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HM450 Model
OH400 / JC500

In order to offer a lightweight and extra heavy-duty harness, the HM450 is made of a single plate of molded steel.
This harness series was designed to clear the front of the hood, thus facilitating access for maintenance purposes.

Equipped with a manual quick
coupling on the side wing of standard equipment, the HM450 is the
preferred harness for medium
trucks.

Several configuration options are available for your HM450.
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OH4000
JC5000

KL6000

Our KL6000 Model, is specially designed for clearing snow off sidewalks, it can be adapted on series:
5010N/20N, 5310N/20N/25N & 5510N/20N/25N tractors. The plow is available in the following widths: 5, 6, 7,
and 8 ft. Available as an option, a horizontally-pivoting shaft, allowing the plow angle to adjust with the sidewalk
surface.

HM7000

The HM7000 Model is a front harness that may be adapted on tractor series: 6000/10/20
& 7000/10/20. The side wing is only available for series 7020 / 7420 / 7520 & 7610.
With this type of equipment on your tractor, your work will be quite easy and fast.

AR9000

The AR9000 Model is a quick-connecting harness for front
snow plows with side wing or snowblower. It is designed
for Series 7720 / 7820 / 7920. In less than 15 minutes,
you can interchange both types of equipment.

W. Côté & Fils Ltd reserves the right to modify its product design without notice.

Operator view with attached equipment.

OH4000 Model

The plate of the OH4000 moldboard is fabricated in facet-folded steel, for unprecedented rigidity. Its ingenious design
allows it to roll the snow as only Côté snowplows can. Its unique Côté blade tipping system allows it to clear obstacles
up to 7 inches (18 cm) in height, providing peace of mind to the operator.

Several options are available for the OH4000: one-piece, tungsten carbide wear blade, carbide shoes and side protectors,
rubber deflector to reduce the snow blasts in the windshield, fixed, removable or folding snow guards.

All Côté snowplows are easy to install and all come equipped with a floating blade at the bottom of
the snow guard.
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OH4500HD Model

Cat and Caterpillar are registered trademarks of Caterpillar Inc.

The rugged structure of its facet-folded curve makes the OH4500HD the perfect snow plow for many types of snow removal
work. Thanks to its pressure/floating arm system, you will be able to plow snow conventionally or apply a great deal of
downward pressure for heavy de-icing conditions.

The blade tipping system which is unique to CÔTÉ has been slightly modified in order to provide a more efficient angle of
attack and to provide the ruggedness you’re looking for in such a snow plow. Many options are available for configuring
your OH4500HD : tungsten carbide wear blades, shoes and side protectors, folding snow guard.

All CÔTÉ snow guards are easy to install and all come equipped with a floating blade at the bottom of the snow guard.
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LC4000 Model

If your snow removal contracts involve a lot of de-icing and use of road abrasives,
the LC4000 is what you need. The extra-rugged structure of the LC4000 is what
makes this snow plow unique. Its exclusive design has made it the first choice of
municipalities and private contractors that care about first-class service.
The LC4000 is built in limited quantities by special order for knowledgeable and
discriminating customers that want to stay ahead of the competition.
Standard equipment for the LC4000: tungsten carbide wear blades and side protectors. Available in option folding snow guards.

All CÔTÉ snow guards are easy to install and all come equipped with a floating blade at the bottom
of the snow guard.
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SU8000 Model

The precision-shaped, facet-folded curve of the SU8000 is the secret behind its outstanding snow-throwing
distance, at any speed. The SU8000 also comes equipped with the unique Côté blade tipping system.
This system allows it to clear obstacles up to 7 inches (18 cm) in height, providing peace of
mind to the operator.

Several options are available for the SU8000: tungsten carbide wear blade, tungsten carbide adjustable highspeed skis and carbide side protector, rubber deflector to reduce the snow blasts in the windshield.
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SU8500 Model

The pronounced shape of the SU8500 moldboard, which is folded in facets, allows for further projection of the snow, while
significantly decreasing its blowback in the windshield.
The SU8500 and its moldboard rearward tilting system were
designed for snow removal in rural areas or highways. The
SU8500 is the most efficient snowplow in its class.

Several options are available for configuring your SU8500: blade,
side protector, adjustable tungsten carbide high-speed shoe and
rubber snow deflector.
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JC5000 Model

With its sturdy structure and its moldboard with facet-folded shape, the JC5000 clears the snow as only Côté equipment can.
Its full-tilt moldboard mechanism eliminates all twisting, thanks to its unique Côté tipping system that can attain 56°, allowing
it to clear obstacles up to 7 inches (18 cm) in height. Côté is the only manufacturer with a side wing that can come up quickly
and securely.

The JC5000 can come up very close to your cabin (see fig.1). Its end course finishes smoothly,
thanks to its ''internal actuator'' braking system, unique to Côté (see fig. 2). The lifting action slows down at the end of its
course, preventing
possible and serious damage to the cabin and lowering your operator's stress
level.

(fig.1)

(fig.2)

Several options are available for the JC5000 side wing: one-piece,
tungsten carbide wear blade, carbide shoes and side protectors,
vision column with automatic locking mechanism when lifting the
blade. As an additional option, you can get the vision column
equipped with an air-actuated actuator allowing you to lock or
unlock your vision column.
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KL6000 Model

When it comes time to choose a snowplow for your Trackless,
choose the KL6000 model designed by CÔTÉ.

Its unique and extremely robust construction will ensure the most reliable
sidewalk snow clearing operation, like no other snowplow on the market.
The KL6000 has been developed using the original vehicle chassis. You can
rest assured that it fits perfectly.
The KL6000 is a highly superior choice. No other snowplow in this class will
match its robustness. Thanks to the tipping mechanism unique to CÔTÉ, you
can safely hit obstacles that are more than 5 inches (13 cm) in height. The
snowplow was set as close as possible to the vehicle, which results
in increasing stability, traction and reduces the turning radius.
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BA100 Model

When you need to undertake asphalt repair work, you can trust the
CÔTÉ BA100 insulated dump body, the most requested in the market.
Thanks to its highly fire-resistant insulation, most of our BA100 models
can be optionally connected to the truck’s exhaust system. Through the
dump body’s internal passageways, the exhaust heat is uniformly distributed throughout the sides, which increases its heat retention capabilities.
To provide the utmost flexibility for the various needs of our customers,
we have taken great care in designing the BA100. In order to offer a
totally reversible dump body, you now have the possibility of simply sliding your BA100 into the existing dump body of your truck, or mount it
on any other type of chassis without having to do major modifications.
This represents a sizable economy when the BA100 has to be installed
on several vehicles, according to need.

Many options are available for configuring your BA100. Signaling arrows, connection to the truck’s exhaust system,
electric valves, etc.
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EV900 Model

When it comes to spreading abrasives, you can count on the EV900, the most versatile V-shape bucket on the market. With
the unique design of our reversible V-tank, we can offer several configurations for the EV900.
Moreover, our side conveyor
was designed to hold a second
reel, thus allowing you to proceed with spreading from the
left, the right, or even both sides
at once, without any modifications. Finally a versatile and
well-thought-out spreader!

The round sieve of the EV900 offers superior rigidity and is equipped with an easy-to-open,
lightweight and very safe built-in hatch.

It can be slipped directly onto the existing body of your truck, installed on the wing frame or secured with our popular
and unique quick coupling attachment system, which fits on the fifth wheel of your tractor.
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BEU900 Model

Perfect compromise between the traditional spreader and the four-season dumping body, the BEU900 offers state-of-the-art
design – a single structure with molded wings. The HARDOX 450 floor and sides, the aerodynamic cabin-guard with built-in
handle, roof light support, urethane wide-dispersal reel, LED lighting system and chain adjustment with grease cylinders are
standard equipment.

Like all our other spreader
systems, the BEU900 is
equipped with a bolted
side conveyor for easy
maintenance. An optional
round sieve of superior
rigidity, equipped with an
easy-to-open, lightweight
and very safe built-in
hatch is also offered.

Other options for your BEU900: aluminum canvas support, detachable ladder, side opening
door, electronic spreading control, main lubricating system, trailer hitch, and much more.
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BES900 Model

Are you searching for total versatility? The BES900 is for you! With its exceptional
and state-of-the-art design, CÔTÉ once again raises the bar in a new market.

No other such dumping body offers these benefits. With its single structure, extra heavy-duty continuous weld stiffeners
that reduce the spread of corrosion and gear oil divider, the BES900 sets a new standard in quality.

The HARDOX 450 floor and sides, the aerodynamic cabin-guard with built-in
handle, roof light support, urethane wide-dispersal reel, LED lighting system
and chain adjustment with grease cylinders are standard equipment.

Other options for your BES900: aluminum canvas
support, detachable ladder, side opening door,
electronic spreader control, main lubricating system, trailer hitch, round sieve of superior rigidity
and easy-to-open, lightweight and very safe builtin access door, and much more.
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